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Studies optimal monetary and fiscal policy in a HANK model

→ This is a technically challenging task!

Two main contributions:

1. **Technical** contribution
   - Use truncated representation of incomplete market economies

2. **Substantive** contribution
   - Study optimal fiscal-monetary policy with commitment
     - Incomplete markets
     - Nominal frictions
     - Aggregate shocks
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Now:
+ Focus mainly on labor and capital taxes

But:
+ Maastricht rules concerned debt- and deficit-ratios
+ Debt particularly high lately
+ In missing tools: set a cap to debt or deficit?

And:
+ What about government expenditure?
+ What about consumption taxes? Would the distortions be different?
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+ Wage rigidity could generate bigger role for monetary policy in redistribution?
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+ Important as they affect welfare function and pricing kernel
+ Plot the Pareto weights
+ Optimal steady state calibrated to average US fiscal system
+ How sensitive are optimal policies to changing Pareto weights?
+ E.g. How sensitive is optimal inflation response to Pareto weights?
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Conclusion

+ Very topical paper as there is increasing evidence of inequality across several dimensions

+ Central bankers wonder whether monetary policy should address distributional concerns

+ This paper: optimal monetary policy has little role in redistribution in a timeless perspective, some role in a time-zero perspective

+ Other papers: more role for redistribution when income risk countercyclical

+ What are the empirically relevant cases?